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CARDY® PET PC-based ECG diagnostics system User Guide 

 

The CARDY® PET PC-based intelligent ECG system provides you to carry out traditional, 

laboratory ECG tasks (measurement, analysis, data storing and comparing). 

 

a.) CARDY® PET program installation 

Insert the setup CD in your CD-ROM driver and wait until the installation program starts 

automatically. If auto run is disabled on your computer, run "Setup.exe" on the CD. Push 

„Enter” or click „Next” to all questions displayed, , finally click "Finish". 

 

b.) Connect the RS IL-200 type infrared connector to a free serial port on your computer. This 

unit connects your CARDY® Pet with your PC. During ECG measurements, this infrared 

connector is used to send ECG data from CARDY to the PC, and vica versa. The Infrared 

connector works best if you place CARDY® about 10-20 cms (4-8 inches) in front of the 

upper infrared window of CARDY®. The infrared connector has a 3.5m (11.5 feet) long cable 

that allows you to place CARDY® comfortably by the patient's bed. 

 

c.) Running the program:  By double clicking on the "CARDY® Pet Program" the Main 

Manu will be displayed. When you run CARDY® Main Program for the first time, start with 

"Options/Settings" (the Hammer icon). Set the serial port, and enter "Doctor's Data" - this 

would appear on all printed materials. For checking the settings, log off and restart the 

program. If the set serial port is not adequate the following message will be displayed: 

„Unable to open com port”. In this case change the setting of the serial port.  

 

d.) The program functions can be found in the main menu as text in the top row, and as icons 

below. The right side text fields show the data of the selected patient, while the three icons 

below allow you to delete or to modify data of a previously registered patient, and also let you 

to record new patients. Press F1 for detailed description and help.  

 

The CARDY® PET system offers three main ECG functions.  

a, The system can record, store and print a max. 60 sec. long part of a real time measurement.  

b, A 12 sec. long measurement can be analysed, displayed and printed out by the program.  

c, The measured parameters are compared to a stored, normal reference ECG, and all 

alterations are displayed as parameters.  

 

 

A routine measurement is carried out as follows: 

 

 · Switch on CARDY by pressing the O key. Put the infrared connector in front of the 

upper IR window of the device. Place CARDY in a "Cardy online" state by pressing 

the „downward arrow” button ( "Connect to PC?" is displayed ) then confirm by 

pressing „Tick” button ("Cardy online!" will be displayed). 

 

 · Run the PC program with the "Petekg” or „CardyPet" icons. 

 

•  Check the PC - Cardy connection ("CardyPet online" is displayed on the middle bottom line 

on your PC screen). If "Cardy offline" is displayed, check Cardy and the infrared connection. 

 

•  Record the new patient. Type in the name of owner, name of pet  -these fields are 

obligatory . Variety, Date of Birth, Sex, the fields of patient ID (if the patient is recorded 
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under other ID in your own register), height, weight, and case history can be filled out 

optionally. The recorded case history is displayed on each ECG records, or it can be selected 

alternatively from an existing patient file from the list. When patient is selected (old patient) 

or a new patient file is recorded, the heart icon turns red (active.) 

 

 · Enter the monitoring window by clicking on the „Heart” icon. 

 

 · Set the leads to be monitored: right-click on any part of the visualization window to 

select the leads. 

 

 · Start monitoring with the Green light icon. 

 

 · If the baseline moves, use the block function 

 

 · Amplification and shift can be set with the mouse or the arrow keys. 

 

a, Recording, storage and printing out a max. 60 sec. long part of a real time 

measurement. 

From 5 to 60 sec. of the monitorized ECG can be stored and printed. At the beginning of the 

monitoring, a yellow line is displayed that marks the filling up of the „Rough ECG storage 

(max. 60 sec.)”. The bar indicates the actual measuring point of the program on the max. 60 

sec. long ECG fraction (100% is equal with 60 sec.). 5 sec. after the start of monitoring two 

icons are displayed: a floppy and a printer icon. After this, monitoring can be stopped any 

time if the ECG curves are to saved. Both icons are passive under monitoring, but they 

become activated as soon as the monitoring stopped. Clicking on the icons now, the previous 

ECG curves can be printed out or saved. The latest 1 minute of the ECG is storable. After 60 

sec. the ECG curves are overwritten in the storage. The saved ECG is automatically named 

„5s”, as 5 sec. is the shortest storable fraction. (The program writes the whole stored ECG on 

the disc, the user can determine the lenght by ending monitoring. E.g.: if the yellow line 

showes 50%, the stored ECG is 30 sec. of lenght.).  

 

To restart monitoring click on green lamp (or push „s”). 

 

The stored ECG can be replayed from the rough ECG storage. The time zone indicator next to 

the printer icon has four icons:  

 

0s: one click: panning, start/stop; double click: panning start from the beginning of the 

acceptable fraction 

 

<: moving backward 

 

>: moving forward 

 

roller: (catching left-click on mouse) positioning 

 

Hotkeys for printing, saving and panning: 

 

p: printing 

 

t: saving 
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r: panning (replay) start/stop 

 

Page Up/ Page Down: panning forward/backward 

 

The displayed ECG fraction is printed on the report with the set enhancement and diversion 

rates. (Longer fractions needs repeated printings). 

 

The monitorized ECG can be filtered by clicking on the „50Hz” icon, or pushing „f”. 

 

If the filter is switched on under monitoring, the saved and printed ECG curves will also be 

filtered. (Note: Analysis is always performed from the original, unfiltered ECG signs.) If you 

would like to make analysis, it is recommended to find out the reason of the noise, and solve 

the problem. E.g.: lay the patient away from the source of noise- computer, power supply, 

tranformer; or unplug the notebook from the socket until the end of measuring.  

 

b, Analysis of a 12 sec. long ECG measurement  

To start measuring and acquisition click on „Tick” icon while monitoring. 

 

Cardy will carry out a 12 second ECG measurement, analyse, and send the results over to the 

PC. The computer displays the ECG curves that can also be printed with the Printer icon, or 

saved with the PC icon. After saving the data, you can edit the medical opinion text with the 

"Opinion" tab. The opinion is stored along the ECG measurement and appears on the printout 

as well. You can display the calculated parameters with the "Parameter" tab. 

 

c. Classification  of measured parameters  

The measured parameters will be compared to normal control parameters. Altered parameters 

will be indicated with a „* ” sign. Normal values are based on actual data in scientific 

literature. Normal parameters can be seen by clicking on „Parameters” tab. 

 

  

 

For the visualization of the saved data, search the name of the owner (type the inital letter 

of the name), then open the selected database. The stored curves can be displayed by double 

clicking on the date of measuring. 

 

For comparison by eye, more records of a patient can be selected (clicking while CTRL is 

pushed down). Now the 6 extremity and the 2 thoracic leads are displayed on different screen. 

Up to 5 measurement can be displayed simultaneously.  

 

The entire measurement can be done by using the keyboard. Hot keys are: 

 

Ask for help: F1 

Patient selection: down/up arrow 

New patient recording: Ctrl-n 

Modify the data of a registered patient: Ctrl-m 

Ending patient’s data recording with saving: Ctrl-s 

Ending patient’s data recording without saving: „Esc” 

Monitoring window: F2 

Monitoring start/stop:  s 
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Blocking: b 

Starting measuring, data recording during monitoring:  „Enter” 

Leaving monitoring window:  „Esc” 

Open selected record results:  F3 

Opinion editing for ECG report: Ctrl-m 

Finish opinion editing for ECG report: Ctrl-s 

Patient’s data table and case history printing:  F6 

Settings: F7 

CARDY® switch off:  F8 

 

Moving selected records (when false patient name was selected before measurement) 

 

-Click to select the records to be transferred (use Ctrl to select multiple records) 

-Right click on the selection to display a special menu. 

-Select "Transfer data to another patient" 

 

- Select the desired patient in the "Select patient" table, and accept by clicking on the „Tick” 

icon. The program will ask you to confirm the move, answer "Yes". 

 

File export/import: selected data can be exported and imported in „Patients” menu by the 

appropriate functions. 

 

 

Useful tips for using Cardy 
 

 

Switching on and on-line state (communication with PC): Push red circled button, and wait 

until the self-test is done (approx. 3 sec.). After perfect self-test follow these steps: 

 

 

Displayed text What to do? 

CardyPet ECG, push    ↓ Push  ↓  button       

CardyConnect to PC? Push √ button 

Cardy online  

Cardy placed in front of the IR, communicate with the PC. In the case of fluorescent lighting 

put the IR close to Cardy to avoid disturbing light effects.  

 

Switching off: The device in Cardy On-line state can only be switched off via the PC.  

To switch off without PC, after Reset answer No (press X) to the measurement questions until 

you see the question "Are you sure to switch off Cardy?" Confirm by pressing Yes (√) 

 

Replacing the battery:  

 

A standard alkali battery has an approx. 250 measurement lifetime. A 1000 mAh rechargeable 

battery can power Cardy for about 120 measurements. After turning on your Cardy, a 

message will appear if the battery is low. 

 

Restarting Cardy (RESET):  

Complex electronic devices in Cardy are sensitive to external noise such as static electricity, 

or electromagnetic waves close to electronic devices. If for any of these reasons Cardy should 
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"freeze" - meaning that the display would not change after 30 seconds, you can reset (reboot) 

Cardy as follows: 

 

a. Press and hold the switch on key (O) 

b. Press and release the  key. 

c. Release switch on key (O) 

If you leave the device in Cardy Online state after measuring, only RESET can switch it off.  

 

 

Checking battery voltage:  

After switching on push button „down” once, then button „up” twice. Now you stepped on the 

„Battery check?” menu. Accept it with the „√“ button. A 2.4V battery, or a 2.2V accumulator  

supplies enough voltage. If the displayed value is lower, change the batteries to 1.5V AA type 

ones or to AA type accumulator. 


